Section 08A
Layers Panel

Changing line type
Line type determines if your image will be cut, drawn, or scored in your final project. The line type is
shown next to the layer thumbnail and is represented by one of four line type icons:

Cut: The layer will be cut from your material.

Write: The layer will be drawn with a Cricut Explore® pen.

Score: The layer will be scored (to score is to create a groove to facilitate folding) and will require the
use of the Cricut® Scoring Stylus.

Print: The layer will be printed then cut out using the Print then Cut feature of Cricut Design Space™
for PC or Mac.
Tip: Print layers cannot be printed from the app. While projects with print layers can be designed in
the app, you will need to use Cricut Design Space on your PC or Mac® to complete the project.
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Tip: Individual layers can be changed into printable images by changing their line type; however,
they will each print separately (see “Changing line type” in the “Layers panel” section of the
manual for more information). If you want to combine multiple layers into a single printable
image, use the Flatten tool.
Step 1 Tap the Layers button to open the Layers panel. The current line type is displayed for each
layer that is not hidden (hidden layers are indicated with an icon in the shape of an eye with a line
through it).

Step 2 To open the Line Type panel, tap the arrow located on the right side of a layer in the
Layers panel.
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Step 3 Tap the Cut, Write, Score or Print tab to select the line type. The image in the Design Space™
will change to reflect your choice. Repeat to change line type of other layers if desired.

Tip: If your project has multiple layers, any layers that have a write or score line type must to be
attached to another layer in order to complete the project. See “Attaching & detaching” in the
“Actions panel” section of the manual for more information.
Tip: Print layers cannot be printed from the app. You will need to use Cricut Design Space on your PC
or Mac® to complete a project that contains any layers whose line type is set to print. If you wish to
complete the project without printing, you can change the line type to another option or hide the print
layer by tapping the eye icon at the bottom of the Layers panel. Hidden layers are not cut, written,
scored, or printed.
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